Kindergarten Weekly Objectives
10/14-10/18/2019
Spalding— o, qu, s, e, h, i, j, k
 Review phonograms: a, c-z
 New Phonogram: none; reviewing all week
Reading—
 Read picture books, continue to discuss elements of narratives
 Begin to learn about the elements of an informative.
 We will begin learning about vowels and rhyming words
Sight Words: a, am, want, I , do, have, is, it, the, you, see, we, in, my, to
(Children will be tested on these at the end of October)
Handwriting—
 Continue to practice writing first & last name **PLEASE HAVE YOUR CHILD
WRITE HIS/HER FULL NAME ON EVERY HOMEWORK SLIP, GOING FORWARD, THANK YOU**
 Write a, c, d, f, g, o, s, qu correctly starting at 2 o’clock. We will continue to
work on writing e, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, t, u, v, w, x staying between the lines.
Then we will learn how to write y and z.
Language Arts—Students will echo read our “Take-home Reader” sheets in
class. For your convenience, a copy of the poems will be on the back of this
newsletter.
Poem
Due Date
Seven
Friday, Oct. 18
Eight
Friday, Oct. 25
Nine
Friday, Nov. 1
Math—
Number recognition 1-20 (focusing on the teens); counting to 40; Days of the
Week; pennies; shape review; intro to telling time on the hour (try it again);
writing #’s 1-30; patterns, pennies; dimes; one to one correspondence.
Science—Weather: water cycle, types of clouds, types of precipitation; Autumn
Social Studies—Basic needs in community, Citizenship, maps and globes

**Notices**
You should’ve already received your ParentTeacher conference reminder, if you signed
up. Thank you!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
KEYSHA—10/14

Number Poems
1. Mr. One stands straight and tall, one straight line and that is all.
2. Curve around and down as all ears do, then add a line to make a
TWO.
3. A ruffle on a little dress is very plain to see, go ‘round and
‘round a ruffle to write a Mr. THREE.
4. A FOUR gate in a garden has three line, plain as day, one halfway
down, one over, one straight down all the way.
5. Straight down and around a duck alive, add a bill to make a FIVE.
6. Make a curve. Then make a loop. There are no tricks to make a
SIX.
7. Across the sky and down from heaven. That’s the way to make a
SEVEN.
8. Make an “S” and then don’t wait. Go up again to make an EIGHT.
9. Make a loop and then a line. That’s the way to make a NINE.
10. Straight line down, then around with a grin. That’s the way to
make a TEN.

